Zico is a Brazilian soccer scout, and he found four new talents. Each one of them will be optioned by an Italian team. What is the position of the youngest player?

1. Juventus purchased a player from Bahia or Palmeiras.
2. The player from Bahia is not going to International.
3. The goalkeeper is 1 year younger than the player from Palmeiras.
4. The player purchased by Udinese is 1 year older than the defender. None of them arrives from Cruzeiro.
5. Among the player from Flamengo and the player that will go to Juventus, one is 19 years old, and the other is a defender.
6. The player purchased by International plays one zone more advanced than the player that will go to Juventus.
7. Milan's new player is 17 or 18 years old, but he is not from Flamengo.
8. The player from Palmeiras plays one zone more advanced than the player from Bahia.
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